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Introduction
In The Beginning There Was…
…A beautiful bouncing baby who brought you great joy and
sleepless nights. And just like all your friends said, nothing has ever
been the same since! Now as your little one grows, as a loving parent
you are wading through the plethora of advice and information,
sifting through the good, the bad, the beautiful and the funny to give
your little one the very best start in life – and some of the time, that
seems to come with a very big price tag! Have you seen the price of
those educational toys?!? Are you sure you really need them?
After all, everybody starts life with the same basic abilities – as
new born babies, we can all suckle, swallow, recognise our parents’
voices, move, see, feel, smell, taste… And then, everything changes.
So what is it that makes the difference in how these abilities develop
as we grow? What is the difference between people for whom life is
a joy and for those who experience life as a struggle? And how do
you intervene – what can you do to make sure that your child is one
of the happy ones?
There are many factors that interact, but we believe that there are
fundamental elements, intrinsic to human development, that when
consistently included in your child’s play – will fundamentally shift
their abilities and their perceptions of themselves for the better.
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We passionately believe that the
tools and experiences that you
provide for your child’s early
explorations and learning in play
will have a powerful impact on
the development of their abilities
in the long term – we’ve seen
the difference it makes in the
lives of thousands of children in
Look at toys from your child’s point
the course of our lengthy careers
of view
working with children, families
and educators. We’ve written this
guide for you, to assist you to invest as wisely as you can in your
pursuit of the very best for your child.
By 10 years of age, a child’s self -concept is pretty well established.
This self-perception is in large part formed on the basis of how easy
or difficult, fun or frightening, something is for them to do or to
achieve - and how their expert partners – the ones closes to them
interact with, and respond to this state of affairs. It is something
of a “chicken and egg” process, as that perception influences what
they will do and then of course, that which they don’t practise is
something that they won’t be good at. This affects the choices your
child makes every single day of their lives. These daily choices, small
and large, then determine who they become.
Sensory, motor and cognitive preferences begin to emerge before we
are born, and continue to evolve throughout life, with most
preferences being consolidated by the end of childhood. Experiencing
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powerful, positive associations with each of 15 Fundamental Skills
of development will set your child up for success in a wide range of
skill areas.
The neural connections that form in the
brain and nervous system enable your child
to approach developmental challenges
responsively, confidently, and capably.
Consequently, they have the resources that
they need in order to deal with life in a
positive way and this increases the likelihood
of their success in any endeavour about which they are passionate.
Take a moment now to reflect and remember your fondest
play experiences as a child. What were you doing? What did
you play with? And what feelings do you associate with those toys
and games?
I’m betting that you aren’t remembering a lot of toys – but just a
few key ones – maybe only one or two at key periods in your life.
As you continue to think about that time you might recall the
variety of ways you played and how you combined activities, ideas
and emotions. All this was happening at a time when you found
yourself in a peak state - when everything seemed to flow, you could
see what to do and you knew just what to do next. That’s because
that’s what we remember best – those things are wired with intense
emotion, either positive or negative.
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The natural power of play is magnified by harnessing the
Fundamental Skills of development in combination with a strong
positive emotional state and with the toys/objects that our children
enjoy, and choose to play with again and again. By doing this,
you increase the frequency of those exquisite moments of peak
performance and set the scene for your child to develop a more
creative mind set that allows for greater flexibility in problem
solving, and resilience. Research tells us that these skills are the true
keys to happiness and success in life.
In this book we look at toy and game selection that incorporates
The Sensors, The Movement, and The Thinking Foundation Skills
that research and many years of clinical experience suggest are as
essential to our daily diet of activity, as vitamins and minerals are
for our nutrition.
There are many in the world of play and child development who
frown on commercial toys, considering them to limit children’s
imaginations. It is true that children don’t need toys – not
commercial ones anyway – playthings can be just about anything
– the greatest pieces of play equipment a child possesses are their
minds and their bodies.
However, for many children, commercial toys are what capture
their interest, and it is from their interests that we want to build.
We want to join with them in their world and expand it from
within. In that way toys can be the key to expanding their world
and developing their skills.
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There is a lot of pleasure and developmental benefit to be derived
from well chosen toys, and the support to play with them creatively.
Children don’t automatically know how to play, and some children
need more guidance than others to explore the properties of objects
and learn how to use them in play.
This unique, independent Quick Start Guide helps you make
purchases based on their strengths and preferences and stage of
development. We don’t rely just on recommended ages, as your
child’s stage of play, preferences and strengths are more likely to
determine their engagement with a toy or game.
Our intention is that this book becomes a reference tool that you
return to again and again, as you reflect on the best options to meet
the play and development needs of your bright child!
Happy playing!
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CHAPTER 1
The Rise of
Children’s
Educational
Toys
“We may not be able to prepare the
future for our children, but we can
at least prepare our children for the
future.” Franklin D. Roosevelt

Julia Eggles OTR & Dr Lisa Hudson PhD

CHAPTER 1:
The Rise Of Educational Toys
Modern life is pretty full on isn’t it? It seems that life only seems to
pick up speed and time is at a premium!
So many parents are running all day everyday, and it is hard to find
the time that we would like to spend with our children.
Everyone is rushing through
life, including our children.
Governments in the Anglosphere
seem determined to rush our
children to adulthood and are
reducing playtime at school, with
increased expectations for academic
performance earlier and earlier.
Soon they will want babies to be
born reciting the alphabet!
Makers of toys worldwide
recognize this continuing trend and
Early Academic Achievement
are constantly manufacturing new
– is It madness?
and improved lines of children’s
educational toys and games. They
seem to be aiming to have an academic curriculum incorporated
into toys from birth.
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Toys that were once sold only in specialist toy and game shops are
now a staple in every child-oriented store around the world, even
major general shopping chains.
As of October 2011, the world toy market was worth $85 billion.
The Australian parent spends on average, almost $500 per year
on toys for each child – the greatest amount of any country in the
top ten regions around the world. That’s quite an investment! It is
interesting though, that with the acceleration in toy expenditure,
the retail sales of traditional toys have reduced, while sales of
educational toys have expanded.
The push for earlier reading writing and arithmetic flies in the face
of experience and research. The leading countries in the world for
literacy and numeracy at age 18 years recognize the value of play in
the early years, do not start formal schooling until age 7, and heavily
focus on play in their curriculum.
While the temptation (and pressure) for us to join the rush to
adulthood is huge, the reality is that our kids need us to halt the
madness and create space for them to learn the way that is natural
in childhood with tools that suit the job at hand.
In our opinion, the best educational toys are not those that push
infants and toddlers to embark on an academic curriculum, but
those that build children’s natural problem solving capacities in
the natural world and also allow then to playfully experiment with
emerging technologies.
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Yes, we support the use of technological playthings in a thoughtful
way, as part of an overall play diet that includes three dimensional
play in the natural world.
As adaptive beings in the 21st century, our children need us, as their
expert partners, to guide their use and exploration of technology in
a way that s respectful of their brain development as well as their
technical skills.

Your Child Needs You to Take Play Seriously
Since we are looking at toys, we need very much to understand the
nature of play, and more specifically what your child’s play is saying
about their internal world and their development.
Everyone has their own perception and experience of play. In the
adult world, play is often considered frivolous, unnecessary and a
waste of time. At best a time filler until children get old enough to
do “real” things.
Nothing could be further from the truth!
For children, play is their “work” – the medium through which they
learn about themselves and their environment. Through daily play,
your child learns to manipulate and master body, mind, emotions
and relationships. As children interact with the world around them
in play, vital neural connections are formed in the brain.
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Play is so significant to the very young infant that inadequate play
experiences and interactions throughout the first 3 years of life can
lead to failure to thrive and cognitive delays.
The word “play” infers an attitude of joyous abandon -an openness
to possibility. Such an attitude reflects that state of “playfulness”
which co-exists with being in the moment, each action effortlessly
flowing to the next – a state of “peak performance”. This state
should be the holy grail for any parent or teacher wishing for a child
to excel.
Rehearsal of life actions in this “just right” state just for 10-15
minutes a day can provide templates for engagement with new, and
once challenging tasks. This facilitates development to higher levels
of functioning throughout the lifespan, and increases the likelihood
that children will better fulfil their potential.
The quality and quantity of any type of child’s play is determined by
their developmental level which is in turn, dependent on processing
a variety of experiences to enhance and expand their range of skills
(which ultimately are reflected in their social, academic and work
later in life). As children develop, they move through increasingly
complex stages of development with mirroring stages of play (see
table). We never completely leave behind any of these stages, rather
we build upon them and return to them as needed throughout our
lives.
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Table 1: Stages of Play Development
Stages of Play

When

What

Commences in

“In their body” experiences

infancy and continues

– suck, taste, lick, mouth,

throughout life.

sniff, squeeze, move.

Development
Sensorimotor

Do the activity for the
sensation it provides.
Exploratory Play

Begins in infancy and

Combines with the above

used whenever faced

activities and now involves

with new experiences

objects and how they

throughout life.

interact in space with their
bodies and other objects
e.g. reaching, holding
and manipulating things;
cause-effect toys; working
out how things work.

Social

Starts at the same

Interacting with others,

time as sensorimotor

building gradually longer

and exploratory play,

chains of interaction,

continues throughout

with greater complexity

life.

e.g. from Peek-A-Boo
to conversations; to rulebased play
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Stages of Play

When

What

Starts with the

Starts with imitating

emergence of language

everyday sequences, with

and grows into

realistic props; gradually

sociodramatic and

becomes more and more

fantasy play.

abstract e.g. pretending a

Development
Imaginative

leaf is a train ticket.
Constructive

Starts at around

Creating drawings

12-15 months. Has

and objects, at first

identifiable outcomes

spontaneously and

(make something

gradually with intent to

tangible). Develops

represent or symbolize

upon thoughts and

something imagined.

ideas. Eventually
evolves into such
activities as arts and
crafts.

Families that play together, grow and learn together.
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Our future success at negotiating life’s challenges is dependent on
the effectiveness of those neural connections that formed when we
were very young. A healthy diet of play experiences, with the right
materials, supported by the significant adults around us, is the most
important facilitator of neural growth and development throughout
childhood.

The Must Have Toys for Each
Developmental Stage
For each developmental stage, there are broad categories of toys
that provide opportunities to develop
Sensorimotor Play:
•	Touch: play dough, glue, paints, sand, rice, (as appropriate
to your culture), edible finger paint, Duplo, Lego, blocks of
different textures and weights, small wind up toys
•	Visual: for infants under 4 months black and white static/
slow moving mobiles only – from 4 months add colour; play
gym; picture books, puzzles working up from single piece
with a handle, fascinators slow moving, plastic mirrors,
brightly coloured objects that meet ASA guidelines
•	Auditory: cause and effect musical toys and noisemakers;
music CDs (that you sing along to or dance to); books that
you look at and read together
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•	Whole body movement awareness: swings, things to climb
on; ride on toys; tricycles, gliders, bikes, skateboards;
skipping rope; elastics; soft surfaces to roll on/down; slides
•	Joint Movement Awareness: pull and push toys, squeezy
toys, ride-on toys, wind up toys
•	Oral: safe, chewable teething rings with a variety of surfaces,
use them cold and room temperature; whistles; blowing
games
•	Danger-Danger: Jolly Jumpers, Activity Centres, walkers.
Avoid these!
Exploratory Play:
•	Rattles:
		 	Soft
		

Hard

		

Thin

		

Moving parts

		

Musical/noisy

		

Variable surfaces – bumpy, smooth etc.

•	Stacking cups: combine with bathtub, rice, sand etc
•	Shape sorters
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•	Big key toys
•	Hammer toys
•	Ball drop games (drop the ball in the top and it emerges at
the bottom)
•	Balls
•	Trucks/cars/planes
•	Bubbles
•	Interactive books
•	Play gyms
•	Threading toys
Social Play:
•	dolls and action figures
•	
board games and card games, starting with snakes and
ladders, Candyland, Trouble, Snap and working up to
increasingly complex games of strategy
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Imaginative Play:
•	Imitative play toys, realistic props – you can give them the
real thing where it is safe and practical, or you can provide
child-sized replicas for the imitative play stage – kitchens,
gardening, shops, household tools, handyman tools, medical
sets
•	Fantasy play: costumes
Construction Play:
•	blocks
•	pop-beads
•	playdough
•	duplo, Lego, Meccano
•	model cars, trains etc
•	craft activities
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Must Have Shopping List
(Use this space to note your ideas for toys for your child’s
current play stages)
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________
___________________________
___________________________
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Tech Power as Play
No 21st century home is considered complete without technological
toys. They have become a way of life. Our role as Expert Partners in
our children’s lives is to introduce them to the world of technology
with our eyes wide open. We need to approach technology in a
playful and thoughtful way that respects the needs and interests of
our children.
There is heated debate amongst neuroscientists, educators and
medical professionals about what is acceptable in terms of “screen
time” for children. There are some who advocate that children
should have no screen time before the age of 10 years, however,
there are many children who engage more readily and develop more
easily with the inclusion of appropriate play technology.
From our point of view, the best tools are the iPad, the Wii system
and the X-Box Connect. With these technological toys you can
cover all of the Fundamentals except touch. There are so many
games available and the selection is changing daily so it is impossible
for us to list individual games and score them for you here.
The key, as parents, is to understand in detail exactly what the
games that your children play have to offer their development in
light of the Fundamentals that we share with you in this book. As
always, moderation in all things is highly recommended.
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The Pain-Pleasure Principle
Human beings are shaped by the things we love and the things
we fear, and the guidance and support we receive around those
experiences.
We seek to repeat experiences that give us pleasure, avoid those
things that bring us pain, and develop strategies to deal with those
preferences.
Your children’s choice of activities and the toys they will enjoy are
formed by their perceptions of themselves, and of how pleasant or
difficult, comfortable or painful something is for them to do. These
attitudes, feelings and beliefs are in large part formed by how their
internal world is processing experience for them.
So before you head out for an afternoon of toy shopping, it’s not only
helpful, but important to really look at those toy shelves from your
child’s inner perspective. To do this, you’ll need a little background
on the fundamentals of the sensory, motor and cognitive skills and
abilities, that affect your child’s development so profoundly, before
we launch ourselves into the Toy Guide and develop your child’s
Play Profile.
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CHAPTER 2
Using more
than common
sense…
“Children learn as they play. Most
importantly in play, children learn how
to learn.” O. Fred Donaldson
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CHAPTER 2:

Using more than common
sense…
To choose the best toys for your bright child, you need to
understand which Fundamentals those toys should be contributing
to your child’s development. The easiest way to do this is to
complete a Play Profile for your child. This chapter summarises the
15 Fundamentals that you need to look for in your child’s play and
in the toys you buy for them. Then you will be ready to develop an
individual Play Profile for your child and start shopping for the best
toys. So stick with us and learn about the 15 Fundamentals that
every child needs!

Powerful Feeling
Everything starts with sensation – it is what gives the foundations
for meaning and helps us to plan and organize everything that we
do. Sensory processing is very rapid and is happening in our bodies
continuously, 24 hours per day. As adults, for the most part, we
take these sensory processes for granted (until they start to fade!).
Young children however are very much connected to their physical
sensations and rely on them heavily to orient them to the world and
give them feedback about everything that they do. Sensation is very
much front and centre for them.
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In order to progress developmentally to their highest potential,
it is important that your child receives a broad diet of sensory
experience in a variety of ways. They need toys and play
environments that provide these to them in ways that respect their
preferences. The systems that are involved are:

Touch
Touch – located in our largest organ (the skin), touch has two roles. It
protects us by alerting us to potential dangers and it allows us to perform
incredibly intricate tasks with fine discrimination.
Getting the balance right between these two functions is very
important as too much focus on protection puts a child on alert
and makes it very difficult, if not impossible, to perform any task
requiring fine control and discrimination.
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The experience of touch and touching is definitely a human
Fundamental. It is vital for all areas of development, although
probably most people would say that it is most important for
relationships. After all, touch connects us with each other. Can you
imagine going a day without some kind of loving touch?￼

Loving touch is so important that its absence is linked to illness,
disability and even death in children and the elderly!
When babies explore, touch is their greatest source of information.
It’s a matter of hands and mouths on everything for baby to find out
about the physical world.
Baby learns what to touch and not to touch - what means pleasure,
and what means pain.
All this exploratory work is hooking up connections all over the
body and brain that tie into attention, emotions and movement.

The greater variety of healthy touch experiences a child has, the
more connections there are and the more successfully your child
can function in the world.
Your child instinctively knows this and gradually develops self
and body concepts, spatial awareness and attention through self
exploration and touching everything in their world.
Did you know that the greatest number of touch sensors in the body
are in our hands and lips and soles of our feet? It’s not surprising
then, that when the balance between protection and discrimination
is out of whack, fine motor skills suffer.
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You might like to try this experiment. For an hour, go
about your normal routine at home wearing rubber gloves
and see how you do. In the space below, note what you
found difficult to do and how you reacted to the difficulty
(emotionally/mentally):
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________

Not easy, is it? I must admit, I hate gloves – they get in the way, I
can’t tell what I am doing! Now can you imagine feeling like that
all the time? That’s the way of it for children who have difficulties
with sensing light touch. Understandably, they often don’t like
fine motor activities and struggle with any kind of utensils and
fastenings. They tend to get frustrated easily and are heavy handed.
Some children’s touch discrimination difficulties are as a result
of being over-sensitive. In these cases they pull away from light
touch, tend to be aloof and can become very distressed if having to
get involved in games like dress ups, play dough, or finger paints.
Light touch to them is perceived as very painful/uncomfortable –
for some children, so much so, that affection is very much on their
terms only. This sets them up as appearing distant and unloving –
although nothing could be further from the truth! How miserable
to want to be close and need distance at the same time, and not
understand why!
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Joint Movement Awareness
Joint Movement Awareness (Proprioception) – In the muscles and
joints all over the body there are special nerve receptors that are constantly
relaying and processing information to and from the brain to let us know
the position, direction, and force of movement of our body parts.

This sense is pretty much forgotten by most people. Yet it works
very hard for us every day.

Just take a moment to do this simple exercise – put your arms
out to your sides, close your eyes, now clap your hands above your
head and repeat it three times.
Done it? Great. Now, think about it. How did you know that
your hands would meet? Were you able to picture your arms
moving? You could feel it right? But it wasn’t touch so much
that was telling you what was going on – it was joint movement
awareness.
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Joint movement awareness (proprioception) works unconsciously
but is so important. Those sensors in your muscles and joints
activated as soon as the muscles contracted and allowed you to
gracefully complete the movement. This sense does this for your
child millions of times a day. The sensory message to the brain is
louder and clearer the harder they have to work in activities like
jumping, climbing, carrying heavy objects, squeezing, blowing
and sucking – so these are great to do to engage and develop
proprioception.
Over time, all this information helps your child learn how his/her
body parts work together. With this Fundamental they create and
store basic “movement memories” that they can mix and match as
they need. The more experiences they have in a variety of ways, the
greater their ability to adapt and to succeed no matter what they
are doing.
With unconscious sensory input, and conscious planning and
monitoring, your child masters increasingly complex tasks such as
tying shoelaces, writing, running and kicking a ball, pouring a jug
of water, and tiptoeing quietly.

Children who have difficulty processing proprioceptive
information are often identified as very clumsy, or even sometimes
as bullies!
This is because they struggle to judge the force of movement
required, so taps on the shoulder become hits, pouring a glass of
water or using utensils becomes messy and embarrassing for them,
handwriting is frustrating, and they are known for “sounding like a
herd of elephants” when walking or running.
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These heavy-handed children may ruin pencils, crayons and
markers, tear paper when erasing, and have inconsistent accuracy
with ball games – no wonder these children also display reduced
self esteem! Sometimes the problem is more severe than having
impaired quality of movement - sometimes the learning of new
movements is so challenging that children avoid motor activities
entirely.
As a side note, there is an added advantage to proprioceptive
activities – they have the valuable ability to help your child become
more organized - calmer when they are over excited or worried, or
more alert when they are sluggish or sad. Useful huh?

Vision
Vision – is not only the ability to see, but to understand and interpret
what we see. Underlying good vision is the ability of the eyes to work
together to send meaningful messages to the brain to help orient us in
our world and create a basis for developing meaning through visual
perception.
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Learning to give meaning to what we see begins at birth. Our
sighted children were born with all the structures they needed to
see, but not the skills to see clearly. The world was a bright, black,
white and grey and fuzzy place back then.
Eye Movement Skills
In the first few months of life our children’s eyes learn to:
• “fuse” the images from each eye into one
•	
uncross and work together to focus close and far, and hold
that focus for a long while
•	
keep their eyes on an things/people that are approaching or
moving away, while keeping their focus
With a stable visual world, and a basic idea of how their body works,
they start to reach out to manipulate those bright shiny objects and
to touch those loving faces and hands – their vision entices them
to move. Now they are co-ordinating keeping their eyes steady and
focussed with moving their bodies – once they start, the process
becomes increasingly refined and continues for years!

Can you imagine how unsettling the world would be if you
couldn’t keep track of anything or anyone? If you don’t master
these skills, you wouldn’t be too thrilled about playing with balls,
riding bikes, or playing on swings, climbing stairs or even reading!
Visual Perception
At the same time, Visual Perception is developing – at first, they
need to touch and manipulate everything to get a sense of texture,
weight and movement. As they store all this information together,
eventually they can use just their eyes, and their memories of how
objects and people in their world interact to mentally manipulate
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them – isolate them, pull them apart and put them together
in meaningful and creative ways. These skills are at the core of
reading, writing and numeracy.
Blocks, shape sorters, stacking cups, and puzzles of all kinds rely
on and develop these visual perceptual skills in infants and toddlers.
As they grow, construction games, drawing, reading, many board
games and arts and crafts rely on strong visual perceptual skills.
Children with vision difficulties will avoid these tasks or rely heavily
on others to complete them.

Hearing and Listening
Hearing and Listening – Hearing is the ability to detect a sound, and
is a passive act requiring no skill, and assuming normal anatomy and
nerve function, is mature at birth. Listening, on the other hand, is the
learnt ability to direct and sustain attention to particular sounds at will,
a skill which becomes increasingly sophisticated with age and experience.
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From 16 weeks gestation your baby is able to process sound at some
level. By the time they are born, your baby recognized the sounds
of both parents’ voices and were soothed by them. From this early
stage, hearing babies are learning how to use sound to figure out
where they are in space, and gradually pick up increasingly detailed
information about speech and language – the specific sounds, words
and intonation patterns.

Normal hearing is clearly an important requirement for the
development of listening skills. However, the presence of normal
hearing does not guarantee that your child will develop refined
listening skills.
Children quickly learn to discriminate between the telephone, the
alarm clock, and the bell on the stove. As children refine their
listening skills, they are able to identify the tones of sarcasm,
humour, annoyance and pleasure by recognising the speaker’s
intonation pattern. Children also learn to recognise similarities
between sounds (e.g. rhyming words and alliteration).
As well as rapidly discriminating, processing and identifying the
hundreds of sounds heard everyday, children must learn to attend
to the target sound (e.g. “Joshua, pack up your toys!”) when it
is surrounded by many other sounds (such as children laughing,
banging and crashing as they play with those same toys). This is
often referred to as “figure-ground perception” and is essential for
classroom success where the teacher’s voice must be isolated from
the large amount of background noise present in a school classroom.
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Children also need to practise processing several sounds
simultaneously. In every day life, we frequently hear more than
one message at a time and must be able to manage multiple sound
signals. For example, we frequently have a conversation while the
television is on and manage to follow both! It is practice that makes
this listening feat possible.
As adults we rely on this ability to listen to our children at play
while carrying a conversation on the phone or at dinner time or in
the car – or sometimes it is the ability to hear the tell-tale silence
that is most valuable to a parent (Uh-oh, what are they up to now?!).

While the implications of a significant hearing impairment
might be fairly obvious, being overly sensitive to sound can also
be a problem.
Children who are overly sensitive to sound struggle to concentrate
in noisy environments (noisy is a relative term – what is noisy for
them may not be for you or others!), they may struggle with shutting
out noise so much that they struggle with sleep, and when severely
sensitive, they can become extremely upset and unable to function
when they are even thinking about the likelihood of the impending
sound. The effort to cope with their sensitivity at kindergarten or
preschool, or on outings can be exhausting and lead to melt-downs
at the end of the day.
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The Vestibular Sense
The Vestibular Sense – tells us about the position and movement of our
head and body in space. It too is often forgotten, yet it plays a huge role
in our lives – it helps to maintain our posture, balance and resting
tone, modulates fine repetitive movements (particularly of our
eyes and hands), influences our level of alertness and mood, and
even affects the smooth muscle of our hearts, gut and bowel.
Movement of your head through space activates the vestibular system –
the speed, direction, predictability and force of movement determine the
degree to which the system is affected.

The vestibular system’s connections are many, and it’s influence
enormous on our behaviour and development. Your child was
learning about movement when they were in the womb. They were
rocking, swaying, and rolling in every direction right from being an
embryo. During this time, neural networks formed in response to
movement, beginning at 5 - 10 weeks after conception. By the time
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of birth, the system is mature and ready to help your baby deal with
the onslaught of sensory information that he/she was receiving.
Messages about movement of the head through space are sent from
the inner ears, sending information to the brain about the direction
and speed of the movement. This information is then filtered
through multiple sensory connections to assist in helping your child
to keep their balance whether still or moving. In co-operation with
joint movement awareness, the vestibular system prepares your
child’s body for movement.

Activities that involve movement of the head have a powerful
effect on the human nervous system because they trigger the
vestibular system which is located in our inner ear (which is why
ear infections throw off our balance so much- in fact, frequent ear
infections are a big risk factor for vestibular based developmental
problems!). The effects your child feels varies with the speed and
direction of the movement and their neurological “temperament”.
Typically, slow rhythmical and sustained straight movements calm
children down. Fast, irregular movements are alerting, causing
children to become more alert, excited and/or active.
The growing child seeks out vestibular stimulation through rolling,
bouncing (as in cribs or on beds!), crawling, walking, running,
climbing, swinging and twirling in circles. Children learn to
co-ordinate their moving body in different positions with head
movement in many places.
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Through this process of exploration, the child masters increasing
levels of complexity of co-ordination, spatial and body awareness.

Difficulties with Vestibular Processing- When vestibular
processing is inadequate a child may be either very sensitive to
movement or insensitive to it. Children who are highly sensitive
to movement will avoid it or limit their exposure to it – being
very controlling or directive (even bossy) about how to receive
that stimulation. These children tend to prefer quiet games and
activities.
Children who have reduced sensitivity to movement may be
constantly moving, trying to satisfy that inner drive to orient
themselves in space. Because they are unaware of space, these
children often engage in high risk behaviours - climbing too high,
going too fast and requiring increased supervision.
Children with vestibular processing difficulties are often accused
of being day dreamers, who “zone out”, or conversely, they are very
fidgety and often described as “on the go”. Sustaining attention can
be very challenging for these children who, as toddlers, may not be
able to sit through a book with their parent, or maintain attention
long enough to master block building, drawing or self feeding.
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Notes
(Use this space to take notes)
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________
___________________________
___________________________
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CHAPTER 3
The Motion
Potion
“Kids don’t burn off energy, kids learn
off energy.” Moving Smart 2010
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CHAPTER 3:
The Motion Potion
Move to Learn
Can you relate to being the last one picked for basketball? Do you
have a memory of people cheering because you came third in a
three person race? If so, then you probably are nodding your head
to the concept of avoidance of motor activity being fostered by lack
of success!
Why worry about physical abilities you ask? After all as long as
your child can walk and run and do the basic physical things in life,
they’ll be OK in the long run – especially if their cognitive and social
skills are up to par. The thing is though, that these Fundamental
movement skills not only affect co-ordination but the cognitive
skills of planning and organization as well. Additionally, on the
social field of the play ground, the ability to join in comfortably in
that game of tiggy, or soccer, can have long term consequences for
the development of self concept and peer group relationships.

Paying a little attention early to these important motor skills will
reap significant rewards for the future for you and for your child!
Even after all these years as clinicians and parents, we are still in awe
at the process of development. In just a few months, babies develop
from automatic whole body movement patterns, where every head
turn results in arm and leg movement, to controlled reaching and
grasping, sitting, crawling and standing – and driving their first car!
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When you are going through it, it seems to take forever before that
first step! Afterwards, you wonder where the time went!
All this amazing, and seemingly automatic growth and development
relies on key skills that are practised and gradually mastered over
time. Here we outline the Fundamentals as we see them. Together
they interact with sensation and thinking skills to enable our
children to act in and on their world with confidence – a diet of play
without any of these elements is indeed incomplete!

Bilateral Motor Integration
Bilateral Motor Integration – The ability to use both sides of the body
together in a coordinated way.

Pedal Power – Building essential bridges in the brain
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We have two eyes, two ears, two hands, two feet and they all need
to work together for good co-ordination. Imagine how difficult life
would be if we couldn’t work our hands and feet together – what a
nightmare getting dressed would be! We do this very thing several
times a day without even thinking about it.

Just try to last 10 minutes truly only using one side of your body,
and you will appreciate just how important this skill is. (No
cheating now - that even includes walking!)

The development of bilateral skills affects more than
co-ordination. It also helps the brain work out which side is
responsible for what activities so that we can be efficient in both
motor and thinking activities. That’s why we often talk about a task
as being “left brain” or “right brain” activity. Expecting the “whole
brain” to do everything would be like the entire football team
chasing after the ball all at once – chaos!
In infancy, movement is reflex-driven using whole body movements.
Mastery commences with head and midline control, and progresses
to symmetrical bilateral movement of upper and lower limbs
e.g. clapping, holding a bottle, and bouncing. The child moves
from this bilaterally symmetrical control to rhythmic alternating
movement patterns (e.g. crawling) that lay the foundations for
refined one-sided control (hand and foot dominance).
Having said that, there are few, truly one-sided activities in which
we engage. Technology has shown that trace muscular activity
overflows to the seemingly uninvolved arm or leg. Management of
this overflow to the other side of the body reflects mature bilateral
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integration. For example, holding the bowl in order to mix the
contents; supporting the paper with one hand while we write with
the other; maintaining our balance as we kick the ball, all require
some muscle action from the “non active” side of the body.
If the process of bilateral integration is delayed or interrupted, a
child may have difficulty with any tasks that require movement
across the midline of the body or active stabilization on the “inactive”
side. Additionally, poorly developed bilateral motor skills reflect
difficulties with organization for higher order cognitive skills,
such as required for academics (or for keeping a bedroom tidy!).
Remember that ineffective football team that we discussed earlier?
If you want a great way to develop bilateral integration skills,
then you’re going to love this. We’ve interviewed the talented
and knowledgeable Marga Grey, Occupational Therapist and
Author about the power of bilateral motor integration. Marga has
harnessed this power to help thousands of children in her career
to achieve their goals for greater co-ordination, learning and
relating skills. We highly recommended you have a listen at www.
brightkidstoyguide.com/resources.com

Visual Motor Integration
Visual Motor Integration - The ability to co-ordinate vision with
body movement. (This is sometimes referred to as eye-hand co-ordination
or eye-foot co-ordination)
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Eyes and feet work together to build
confidence and co-ordination

It could be argued that almost every motor activity we perform every
day requires a degree of visual motor integration. Our eyes and
body parts work together constantly throughout the day completing
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tasks that require the full gamut of visual motor skill, and integrated
sensory and motor feedback - from making that first cup of coffee
in the morning, to driving to work, to typing a letter, to splitting
attention from one child to another – the list goes on and on and
on...
As adults much of what we do has become second nature, so much
so that it is sometimes easy to forget how hard our sighted eyes are
working to survey our environment and attend to our actions in
the world. Our eyes work in concert with meaningful and efficient
touch, proprioceptive and vestibular feedback to plan and execute
our complex daily tasks. It’s a wonder that we manage to get
through the day!
Visual-motor integration
relies on meaningful and
efficient feedback through
vision (eye movements and
visual perception), touch,
joint and body movement to
plan and execute more
complex motor tasks.
Because of “movement
memory”, this feedback
allows learning through
doing - and refinement of
skills through practice.
Once a child has succeeded
in a task, his body can
“remember” how to perform
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the task more easily next time and so with repetition, co-ordination
is improved.
Children develop their Visual Motor Integration by having fun as
they do activities such as riding a bike, playing ball games, doing
craft, and dressing up.

Balance
Balance - The ability to keep a stable posture during all activities.

To maintain control of our bodies as we move through space,
from surface to surface, and from one position to another, we rely
on the co-operation of our sensory input, central nervous system
regulation, and motor output.
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The grace with which we all move (well, most of the time!), keeping
our body centre aligned over its base of support, owes itself to all
these elements working together. A good sense of balance is vital
for all activities in life. In play it is developed by:
•	engaging in activities that challenge balance,
•	
exercising those primary systems that support balance –
vision, the proprioceptive and vestibular systems, and by
•	developing core strength through our bodies.

Physical Strength and Endurance
Physical Strength and Endurance – these two abilities go together
like hand in glove. Strength is the muscle power available to perform
physical tasks, and endurance is the ability to stick at the job without
undue fatigue or loss of concentration.

Initially, infants begin to develop muscle strength when suckling,
coordinating their breathing and sucking with the help of their
supported head, neck and trunk muscles. As they grow, they are
learning to work against gravity by lifting their heads while on their
bellies and backs, bearing weight through their arms, hands, knees
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and hips, working against gravity in a variety of positions and then
lifting weights such as rattles, soft toys, and their bottles. This
prepares them for increasing feats of strength as, with age, their
muscles grow in length, density and weight bearing capacity.
Not surprisingly, many of these activities require good breathing
patterns associated with strong and stable postural (core) muscles.
From this solid base, children are better able to develop more highly
refined motor skills.
From a developmental point of view, strength and endurance will
very much influence the likelihood of a child engaging in and/or
persisting at a task. Children will adapt their approach to tasks
so that they avoid using the weaker muscle groups if their lack of
muscle strength makes the task too difficult. In fact, they may
just avoid doing the task all together. Lack of muscle strength
at the joints also can reduce stability, which in turn can affect
the performance of eye-hand co-ordination tasks, mobility and
balance activities. Activities that promote muscle strengthening
through weight bearing and resistance can help in overcoming these
difficulties.
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The great thing about these activities is that while you are helping
your child to improve their strength and endurance – keeping up
with them is helping yours!
We are now two-thirds of the way through the Fundamentals. How
are you holding up? Attention starting to fade? Time for a break?
No problem – we’re not going anywhere! When you are ready, we
will be here waiting to share the Fundamentals of cognition – the
thinking skills that make the grade!
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““Children need to be taught how
to think, not what to think.”
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CHAPTER 4:

Making The Grade –
The Fundamentals of Thinking
Thinking Skills: More Than The Three R’s
You know the funny thing about thinking is that we aren’t able to
remember a time when we didn’t think. And when you think about
it, you realize that you are thinking in words and pictures, and
physical feelings.
Everyone has their preferences for which of these filters most
strongly guide their decision making, but everyone uses all of them
to varying degrees all the time. The interesting thing is, the more
flexibly your child can think about and respond to life through each
of these filters, the more resilient and adaptable they will be.
The Fundamental thinking skills allow your child to integrate or
use both new information and past experiences to plan, organize,
problem solve, and manage activities, people and their own
behaviour. They also allow them to interact effectively, complete
tasks and learn. Let’s take a closer look at how they operate.

Memory
Memory – the ability to store and retrieve information that has been
heard, seen or felt so that it may be used for problem solving, interaction
or learning.
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There are many different types of memory, which we use
interchangeably, to engage with our world. Recent research tells us
that working memory appears to be the most important Fundamental
for academic success, and also has important implications for
communication and even for success on the sports field!
Working memory allows us to retain all the things which we have
heard, seen or felt for long enough so we can relate it to earlier
experience and organize it logically in our minds. We can then
plan and organize an action – whether it be verbal, physical, mental
or emotional.

Working memory is being described by researchers and clinicians
as more important than IQ as a predictor of academic success! It
is built upon sound visual-spatial and auditory processing, and is
supported by touch and proprioceptive (body) awareness.
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Struggles with memory are associated with difficulties in expressive
communication, reading, writing, mathematics and organization.
Children with memory difficulties tend to depend on others more
as they struggle to recall instructions and to keep up with what is
going on around them.

Bright children who are failing to fulfil their potential in the
classroom often have an underlying working memory difficulty.
Attention problems also go hand in hand with working memory
difficulties.

Problem Solving
Problem Solving - The ability to use past experience and observations
to mentally work out a “solution” to a problem.
Problem solving begins with the recognition of basic-cause effect
relationships. For example, when baby pushes a button, the toy
makes a noise or something pops up. Infants then start to look for
the toy so they can play with it. Older infants then manipulate their
environment so the cause-effect relationship can occur. They love
to control their environment!
At first, problem solving involves trial and error as your child must
actually see and experience the outcome of an action in order to
evaluate success. Lots of accidents happen in this phase – table
cloths are pulled off loaded tables, plugs are left in sinks with the
tap running, unattended hammers inadvertently become weapons
of destruction – you get the picture.
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With maturity, children gradually acquire anticipation skills, as they
visualise actions and outcomes, and use language to reason and to
solve problems. At this stage, children do not need to see the dishes
crashing from the kitchen table onto the floor to realise that pulling
on the table cloth wasn’t such a great idea after all.
Skills of analysis, prediction and evaluation continue to be developed
and refined throughout our lives, supporting the essential need to
tackle more complex and abstract challenges throughout adulthood.

Poor problem solving can result in
an over-reliance on others, and a
need to have things “their way”.
Children with difficulties in this
area tend to avoid tasks that stress
these skills and prefer familiar and
repetitive tasks that they don’t have
to think about too much. They may
become “bossy” as they attempt to
set up a safe world around them, or
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perhaps they just won’t join in.
problem solving difficulties.

Anxiety can also accompany

Understanding Others
Understanding Others - The ability to understand what is being
communicated by others verbally and non-verbally.

The ability to understand words, sentences, stories and social
language (i.e. non-verbal cues) is a skill that children learn from
birth. Children must understand the basic meaning of each word
that they hear and then adjust their comprehension of the words
according to how those words have been modified (for example,
adding an “ed” to the word ‘jump’ indicates that it has already
happened).
They must also comprehend the words in the context of how the
words were used in the specific sentence that was spoken. Children
must then comprehend the grammar used in the message. For
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example, “Before you eat, wash your hands” does not mean the
same thing as “Eat before you wash your hands” but it does have the
same meaning as “Wash your hands before you eat”. All of these
sentences use exactly the same words in a different order. How do
we ever learn the English language?!
Once the meanings of the words and the grammar are understood, the
child must understand the narrative or the ‘story’ of the message. We
have rules for conveying a message to another person. We generally
introduce our topic and provide background information, and then
we build our story as we logically progress through the beginning,
middle and end of our message. Following and understanding
this ‘story grammar’ enables the child to understand others in
everyday situations and in learning environments.
O.K. – so we’ve already done a lot of work to understand just one
message – but there’s more! Once we have integrated the words,
sentences and narrative structure of the message we hear, we must
overlay the entire signal with the social language cues that were used
during message delivery. Social language cues include gestures and
facial expressions, as well as the vocal pitch, intonation and stress
patterns that the speaker uses when getting their message across.
Understanding others is also improved by concurrent visual, tactile
and motor stimulation as the extra information allows more rapid
processing and clarifies the meaning associated with the sounds.

Children need to comprehend language and non-verbal
communication in order to learn everything else about the world.
A child who experiences comprehension difficulties will be unable
to fully participate in most everyday activities and, consequently,
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will have difficulty acquiring other knowledge and skills such as
mathematical concepts, rules for games and sports, various school
subjects and many life skills.

Expressive communication
Expressive communication - The ability to express needs and ideas
in a manner that is easily understood by the intended recipients.

Expressive communication is essential to the game of life

The ability to use skills for expressive communication in an
appropriate, logical and cohesive manner is essential to every aspect
of our daily lives. Expressive communication includes the words we
use (vocabulary), the grammatical rules used to combine words, the
endings we add to words (e.g., “ ing”, “ed”, “s”), as well as the way
we modify our message to suit the situation.

During play, children have the opportunity to learn language,
to practise using language, to use language to learn about other
things, and to learn how to manipulate language to suit their
particular needs.
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Language serves a myriad of purposes. Exposure to a wide range
of situations and play activities will prompt children to explore the
many uses of language. For example, we use language to control
our environment by directing, commanding, hinting, persuading,
requesting permission, requesting assistance, responding to others,
problem solving and planning ahead.
We also use language to construct reality by reporting, recalling,
retelling, describing, answering, explaining, labelling, predicting,
questioning, and by telling jokes, stories, rhymes and riddles. We
use language to develop interpersonal relationships by expressing
feelings and attitudes, reacting to others, co-operating, establishing
leadership, and participating in social rituals. This list is by no
means exhaustive, but clearly demonstrates that children have to
learn how to use language for an enormous number of purposes.
Each situation requires subtle changes in the grammar, vocabulary,
turn taking style and vocal expression that is used. It takes a lot of
practice in a safe environment to become a proficient communicator.

Every play activity involves language to some extent. This may be
at a personal level whereby the child thinks or talks to himself about
the activity or at an interactive level in which the child collaborates
with others. As children develop, most of the aforementioned
language functions involve constructing logical, coherent stories
or texts that suit the listener’s perspective and prior knowledge.
When constructing a story, adults automatically use rules and
strategies that result in the most effective, efficient communication
of a message. Children, however, must learn how to put a story
together. Storytelling, role play and pretend play (based on books,
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T.V., movies, photos, past experiences) are valuable activities that
provide children with ample opportunity to learn new words and
practise the many facets of effective language usage.

Playing With Language
Playing with Language ( Metalinguistics) - is the ability to
deliberately play with sounds, words and sentences e.g. the ability to use
and appreciate jokes and rhymes.

Pulling words apart and putting them back together again is vital for literacy

The ability to deliberately reflect on and manipulate the structural
features of spoken language is an essential prerequisite for the
successful acquisition of reading and writing.
Children must realise that language is a medium that can be
manipulated or “played with” because it is made up of small
components (such as sounds, words, prefixes and suffixes) that can
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be separated and then put back together again to create a different
word or sentence. For example, when reading, a child will decode a
word into sounds and then blend the sounds together to create the
spoken version of the printed word.

Children demonstrate metalinguistic awareness when they make
up or recognise rhyming words or when they identify the first
sound in a word (e.g. “My name’s Katie - it starts with K”). They
may attempt humour by playing with a known word or phrase. For
example, a child who changes ‘Three Blind Mice’ to ‘Four Fat Rats’
recognises the inherent link between ‘three’ and ‘four’, and ‘mice’
and ‘rats’. She also appreciates that ‘four’ and ‘fat’ both start with
‘f’, and that ‘fat’ and `rat’ rhyme. This child has demonstrated a
sophisticated level of metalinguistic skill by isolating the language
components and altering them to create something new.
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Children also play with language by splitting words in half and
rejoining them to create a new word (e.g. ‘He’s not downhearted
- he’s uphearted’). Children need this level of awareness in order
to decode and create written language, and to appreciate many
forms of humour.
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CHAPTER 5:

Getting Down To It – Working
Out Your Child’s Play Profile
To help guide you in your choice of toys for your child we have
put together this fun and easy way of working out your child’s play
personality as it appears to be today. It is not meant to diagnose
anything nor is it meant to box your child in – it is a snapshot
that provides you with a way of observing what their play choices
indicate about the toys and games they would like as well as the toys
and games that they need to promote their development.
To complete the Play Profile, think about their favourite activities
– ones that they ask for or do repeatedly. As you complete it, think
of the activities that they have actually done in the last typical week
that you have had as a family. Ideally, it would be great if you could
identify ten of them as the more you have, the clearer the picture is.
Check off the activities on the Play Profile that are closest to those
activities your child chooses to do most often.

We have done the analysis of the games and toys for you - all you
have to do now is to highlight the rows that describe your child’s
activity/toy choices – this now reveals to you which underlying
sensory, motor and cognitive preferences drive their play choices
and you may also see the areas that are not preferred.
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The Fundamentals that are ticked in each column indicate those
areas that are being actively developed by that toy as it is designed
and typically used by the average child. The “A” grading is to
recognize that there are ways to adapt the activity – by changing the
environment, the people playing, or the characteristics of the toy, to
improve it’s developmental value.
Once you have checked off your child’s 10 activities, highlight the
rows of each. Then look at each column to see which columns have
the most ticks/checks and which have the least (of the toys that you
have chosen). The Fundamentals with the most ticks will be the
ones of preference, the Fundamentals with the least ticks, are those
that are least preferred.
Now you know your child’s profile. You can now review the other
toys in the guide to find ones with similar profiles. To develop your
child’s least preferred Fundamentals, choose toys that are strong
in your child’s preferred areas AND are at least adaptable for their
least preferred Fundamentals!
We will explore this idea further with you in the next chapter,
where we discuss ways that you can pair your child’s preferences
or strengths with non-preferred Fundamentals to build a broader
repertoire of skills in much the same way as medicine is combined
with something tasty to make it tolerable to take!
Since you are likely to shop more than once using this guide, we
have a free downloadable, printable version of our shopping list so
you can have one handy whenever you need it! Just go to www.
brightkidstoyguide.com/resources.
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TOY GUIDE
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Shopping Notes
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
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CHAPTER 6
Making
Play More
Powerful
“You’re off to Great Places! Today is
your day! Your mountain is waiting,
So…get on your way!”
Dr Seuss, Oh the Places You’ll Go.
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CHAPTER 6:

Making Play More Powerful
Now you have your child’s play profile and a list of toys that will
help bring them a lot of fun! In the process, you have probably
noticed that there are a few areas that your child has skilfully
avoided until now.
That might not bother you too much – but if you are feeling the
urge to broaden their horizons with a complete “diet” of play
activities, you might find this next chapter enlightening!
Here we will explore some practical techniques that will help you
to help your child practise and master a wider variety of skills across
the board. We will also help you further refine your toy choices so
that you get the best value for money and a longer “life” from the
toy purchases that you make.
Let’s start from the inside out…
Get them in “The Mood” – “The Just Right State”
In order to the get the most from any experience in life, we need
to be fully present – not distracted by anything, and in a state that
is appropriate to the situation. That’s no less true for children than
it is for us!
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In the just right state, children are easily engaged, willing to try
again despite initial failure, slow to frustrate, alert, responsive,
creative, and in a generally good humour.

In the earlier chapters we’ve discussed some of the sensory, motor
and cognitive fundamentals that support their play and development.
We also talked about how challenges in any of these areas can result
in avoidance or distress (clearly not “the just right state”).
You can help your child enjoy their play and development more by:
• using the benefits of positive stress
• avoiding/managing negative stress
•	
reducing avoidance by being sensitive to their individual
preferences and strengths
•	
improving the “goodness of fit” between your child and
their environment so they are a better match

Using Stress for Success
Everyone needs a goal to strive for, a problem to solve – that is
positive stress. Without it life seems dull, boring and dissatisfying.

With positive stress comes the urge to stretch that little bit
further, to try another way that moves us forward to our goal, to
master that next step. Positive stress uses all of the physical and
psychological resources that your child has to meet the demands of
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a task. So the more resources they have, the more motivated they
are to try new things, to learn more, to do more.
As a parent, your challenge is to step back and let your child solve
problems on their own, and if they struggle to resist the temptation
to take over! Give the least help that is needed/safe (sometimes the
latter is a matter of contention between parents!) – the joy they
show in the mastery of that task will be a great reward! The more
problems your child solves, the greater their confidence in their
abilities to cope – the more willing they are to try with something
new.

Consider times when you persisted, even when a task was
challenging. How did that feel? What was the impact on your
perception of yourself?
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
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Avoiding Negative Stress
We have all had the experience of feeling overwhelmed at times
– when life just gets too much. Children experience this kind of
stress too!
This negative stress can arise when the task:
•	is perceived as too simple or too difficult;
•	involves physical sensations that are frightening or
uncomfortable

•	is totally unfamiliar
•	is associated with unpleasant memories;
•	is presented in a way that makes it uninviting
•	causes unpleasant interactions with others
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Take a moment to reflect on your childhood and the times you felt
overwhelmed. What contributed to those feelings and how did it
affect your behaviour? Does it still impact what you do and how
you feel about it?
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________

While being faced with a challenge is a good thing – unrelenting
exposure to this kind of stress can become negative. There have
to be periods of coping well to ease the level of stress. Otherwise,
your child may withdraw, or act out when encouraged to pursue an
activity that overwhelms him.
When this happens, because the child has lost control of his
environment, he may experience anxiety, frustration and eventually
depression. Learned helplessness and an overdependence on adult
assistance may result.
At this point, your child’s motivation to respond has been
undermined. Play will be narrow in range and he is likely to prefer
the company of younger children.
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Your challenge here as a parent then, is to be sensitive to
your child’s ability to cope, and to ensure that while providing
sufficient challenge you are also providing opportunities to
experience coping well.

Avoidance
Children don’t naturally play in all the ways that will facilitate
healthy development. They tend to avoid those activities that
challenge their comfort zone beyond what they believe is safe or
preferable for them. Hey – who are we kidding? Adults do this
exact same thing! When was the last time you threw yourself into
preparing your tax as soon as the financial year ended?
Avoidance is natural human behaviour and describes anything we
do so that we can distract, draw attention away from or discontinue
a particular activity. Avoidance behaviours can be active (e.g.
“Noooo!!!!” and outright refusal), passive (e.g. physically present
at the scene but not involved in the happenings) or creative (e.g.
change the activity to suit their preferences).

Awareness of your child’s strengths and preferences, and an
informed choice of toys and activities, can help avoid the pitfalls
of negative stress and avoidance in your child’s life.
The rest of this chapter will give you some tips to engage your
child in playful pursuits that promote a healthy diet of play without
the negative stress that may arise when attempting to develop
Fundamentals that are less preferred.
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The Importance of Goodness of Fit
How good a fit are you and your child? We all love our children,
but we are not all given children who are good fit for us, or us for
them! We see many great people whose children are an enigma to
them, at least some of the time.

Enjoy “Goodness of Fit” with your kids

When we talk about goodness of fit – it’s really talking about
how well matched are your expectations and temperament to the
abilities and temperament of your child. If there is a mismatch, it
can cause problems for both you and your child. But the goodness
of fit also extends to the environment – how well does your home,
kindergarten and other places you and your child go fit with how
your little one operates?
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The Play Profile provides you with some valuable information
about what is important to motivate and engage your child, and lets
you see, at least to a degree how well matched he/she is to their
playthings and play environment.
Once you have chosen the best toys for your child, you can enhance
the goodness of fit by joining your child in their world to play. Such
responsive parenting enables your child to explore their world’s
boundaries and beyond at their pace with as much or as little
assistance as they need at any particular time.
As courage grows, trial and error, failure and frustrations will occur.
With consistent support and feedback, children can develop a sense
of control and mastery, and experience the joy that goes with thatthe pleasure of playing just because they can.

Making Play Even More Positive
So your goal is to make the most of positive stress and goodness of
fit in encouraging your child to be the best that they can be. Here
are a few tips that will set you and your child up to have the most
amazing play experiences possible.
This list is not exhaustive and we encourage you to visit us at
www.KidsBrainBoosters.com to really explore the options that you
have to promote your child’s healthy development.
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1.	Establishing Rapport – To join your child in their world of play
requires that you are “in the moment “with your child – that can
be so hard to do can’t it? It’s so easy to get distracted by adult
world concerns that we miss a lot in play. The children really
are much better at this “in the moment” stuff than we are on the
whole!

Connect with your kids through play anytime, anywhere

So how do you become truly present with your child?
The first step is to establish rapport. Now I know, this is your child
we are talking about – aren’t I naturally in rapport?
Not necessarily. If you find yourself tapping your foot looking at
your watch, wanting to take over and change the play, then maybe
you aren’t in rapport in that moment. If you can, relax and take a
back seat just being present and a playmate is all that is needed.
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	If you have a child who is harder to connect with you might
like to try this useful strategy to improve your connection
called “Leading & Pacing” .
	The procedure is simple just be with your child, doing exactly
what they are doing, at the same pace, making the same sounds
and actions, without comment or judgement, and in some cases
without eye contact.
	After a couple of minutes your child will initiate contact to
extend the play. You follow and, when it feels right, test to see if
your child will imitate something simple that you do. If rapport
is properly established, your child will follow and, with repeated
similar episodes, be open to increasingly varied play.

2.	Supportive and Motivating Language - Making eye contact
and using good body language is vital when attempting
communication - so getting down to your child’s eye level,
establishing eye contact and turning your body toward your child
is necessary.
	Use their name, and actively listen to their answers, clarifying or
simplifying requests so that you both feel understood.
	Always allow your child time to process the information and act
on it–between 5-10 seconds.
	Praise your child’s desired behaviours immediately. It is important
to praise the specific behaviour rather than saying “good boy” or
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“good girl”. In this way your child learns a repertoire of skills
that they can repeat (e.g. “good throwing”), thereby increasing
confidence. Additionally, undesirable behaviours are clearly
identified and their consequences understood, thereby reducing
the occurrence of these behaviours in preference for positive
attention.

3.	Special Time - If attention seeking behaviours are occurring,
then a more structured version of parent attention, “special
time”, may help. In fact, even if you just like the sound of this
strategy, then go ahead and use it! You may be amazed at the
difference it makes.
	During special time you give uninterrupted time to your child
for a fixed amount of time – 15 to 30 minutes, preferably at the
same time every day. Absolutely no interruptions are allowed.
Give your child the choice of 2 or 3 fun activities. You play with
your child as a playmate – being in the moment with them, in
their world.
	To do this the adult world must be left behind – you are not
allowed to take phone calls or write your shopping list during
“special time”.
	Special Time provides great benefits not only to your child but
to you as well.

When consistently used, this technique can reduce the incidence
of most attention seeking behaviours, and supports the
development of caring, playful relationships.
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4.	Limit Setting - In the context of play, it is important to
recognise that limit setting does have its place.
A child who is left to play without regard to the consequences
of his choices in play may experience difficulty in establishing or
sustaining relationships with his peers.
It is important to learn from social feedback that your actions have
an impact on people and things, and this varies depending on the
specific context.

	
  

Sometimes they need your help 	
  

Sometimes they need your help

Clear guidelines must be positively established and consistently
reinforced by emphasizing what you want to have happen, rather
than pointing out what is not desirable. Therefore a set of playtime
rules may look something like this:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

we take turns
we share our play things
we include everybody
we use our indoor voices inside
we use our outside voices outside
the only things we kick or hit are balls
we only call people the names they want to be called
we help our friends.

While this book is not a guide to behaviour management,
implementing the recommended strategies may help to alleviate
some behavioural incidents and family conflicts that are associated
with play and challenging tasks.

The ‘Just Right Challenge’ OR Working with
Children from Where They are At
The “just right challenge” refers to activities that are challenging
enough to be motivating and prompt your child to stretch beyond
their current abilities, but are not so difficult as to be overwhelming.
By consistently exposing your child to “the just right challenge”
improvements in performance will be seen over time. Of course,
the just right challenge one day may not be so right the next–
engagement at their level each time, in the moment, is the key.
Many children need only occasional assistance in their play – once
your child is confident in a particular task, they will explore their
skills in that area if allowed to do so.
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Our focus is on ensuring that children do not consistently exclude
any of the key Fundamentals so that they achieve optimal “goodness
of fit” with their environment. It is when they avoid certain
Fundamentals that your involvement will be most important.
The following broad approaches will assist you to modify play so
that the environment and developmental expectations match your
child’s preferences, temperament and abilities.

1.	Grading - is a key strategy that involves adapting an activity
or portions of an activity to allow your child to experience
independence. There are many ways to grade an activity
according to qualities such as gross to fine, light to heavy, simple
to complex.
Grading strategies include:
• Altering the equipment used
• Altering the environment
•	Adjusting the amount of time set to complete the activity –
for some this may be shortening the time, so that they can be
fully engaged and focused throughout the activity
• Altering the language used
• Modifying the format or rules of the activity
•	Scaffolding by adjusting the amount of assistance given.
•	Reverse Chaining is a more structured form of scaffolding
where the number of steps for which the child is held
responsible are gradually increased. This can be a useful
grading strategy and can be used in conjunction with several
of the above mentioned steps. With this approach, an activity
is broken down into its component parts with the adult
performing all but the very last step.
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Your child completes the last step in the task, and gradually,
in reverse order, builds competency in each step until they
are doing the task independently.
	Each time the activity is practised in a consistent manner
using the same steps and language throughout. This is
intensive one-on-one training, but can be helpful for the
child who is frustrated. It works extremely well as it allows
your child to practise the task verbally and visually, and as
your child finishes the task, they feel they own it – they’ve
done it!
•	Using Strengths to Encourage Target Skills - Many children
gravitate towards a certain type of activity. For example,
some children enjoy running, jumping and climbing activities
but will not sit still long enough to play cards or read a book.
Other children will sit for hours in front of a computer
or reading a book but needs a lot of encouragement to
participate in more active games.

	To expand a child’s range of play activities it can be helpful to
apply a “sweetener”. In other words, use their preferred activity
to help them explore their least preferred area. For example,
hiding pieces of puzzle around the yard turns an otherwise very
static activity into an active game.
	
For the active child who avoids games that require him to
follow instructions, an outdoor treasure hunt involving specific
instructions, (e.g. “climb over the fence”) may facilitate listening
in a fun way.
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	Don’t frustrate everyone involved by forcing your child to
spend time practising their least preferred Fundamentals in
traditional ways – be creative about how you encourage these
areas.
	It might take a little more thought and conscious effort but it is
well and truly worth it so that your child lives their life having
access to the full range of skills they could need. If you feel you
would like some direct assistance in making this happen for your
child, please visit www.yourchilddevelopmentsystem.com for
further information.

2.	Setting Up the Playful Environment & the Use of Sensory
Supports
	Children need a variety of play experiences indoors and out,
messy and not so messy! This can be a bit confronting for those
of you who love nothing more than a clean and tidy space! So if
tidiness is an issue for you, consider making a place in your home
where your child is free to play with paint, play dough, mud pies,
and potions can be slopped around with abandon. As previously
discussed, establishing some limits will help meet the needs of
both you and your child.
“My favourite memory of being little is making mud pies in the fort
– because that’s where we were allowed to make as much mess as we
wanted to.”
Lauren, aged 12 years
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Additional strategies to enhance the parent-child play experience
include:

-	Planning ahead – have the materials on hand, and some ideas
that are fun and enticing. Set up “the fun box” filled with
“new again” (revisited/recycled) activities and games that are a
surprise. They only come out occasionally and are available at
short notice when your child is ready to play with you;
-	Varying the play environment to promote the generalization of
skills. For example, go to different parks to experience different
play equipment.
-	Choosing the best time of day for both you and your child. It
may be helpful to turn off the phone for a prolonged play session
or turn on the answering machine to minimise interruptions.
Also, as was discussed in the earlier chapters, learning is always
multisensory. For some, therein lies the challenge, as some sensory
information can be harder to process at certain times than at
others. For example, our tolerance for noise varies during the day,
as does our desire for touch or movement. This is because our
arousal level naturally ebbs and flows throughout the day – not
always conveniently in terms of performance! However, where the
challenges lie, so too do the solutions!
Regulating our state comes naturally to us. How many people do
you know who just aren’t themselves unless they have a run every
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day? Or perhaps they need to be chewing or sucking on something,
or have music playing?
We unconsciously engage in habits everyday that help to regulate
our state and keep us going when the going gets tough. Children
are no different, so as adults, we need to understand and support
them when they are exploring the outer reaches of their capacities.
Following are a few simple sensory accessories that can enhance the
play experience:

Touch – can wake us up or calm us down depending on its nature
and our preferences. Tactile experiences build body awareness
– a knowing of how all our parts are connected. This lays the
foundations for a body scheme, which allows us to learn how our
parts all work together (together with proprioception). It is one of
the reasons that very young children love to spend so much time in
the sand, the water, or naked.
Providing large soft stuffed toys, bean bag chairs, ball pits
and sand pits and water play opportunities all provide a great
foundation for the development of many Fundamentals, along
with opportunities for self regulation. Pair touch experiences with
imaginative playthings to develop skills across the board.

Heavy Work – any activity that is weight bearing, compresses or
stretches muscles and joints activates the proprioceptive system.
This heavy work, can prepare your child for more focussed and
refined tasks, and has the power to calm them down when upset
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or overexcited or “wake them up” if a bit flat. Pushing, pulling,
squeezing, sucking, blowing, climbing are all great ways of
providing this input.

Next time your child is a bit “rammy” try giving them something
to chew, blow or suck on and notice what effect it has.

Vision – While it is tempting for adults to provide children with a
highly charged, energetic, playful environment, the end result can
be overloaded with visual stimuli that may not have meaning for
the child. For many children, the presence of an excessive range of
colours, a jumbled array of activity choices, and artwork and other
displays dangling from ceilings can overwhelm their visual systems,
inhibiting rather than enhancing visual development.
When combined with the other sensory feedback being assimilated
from the environment and from their own bodies, the impact of
excessive visual stimuli is even more pronounced.

Which bedroom would you prefer?
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The influence of colour on human functioning has been studied
since the early 1800’s. The extent to which physiological factors (i.e.
neural processing by rods, cones and the brain) and psychological
factors (i.e. memories and associations as well as cultural influences)
determine our reactions to different colours is still topic of
discussion in the literature. However, despite the underlying cause
of our reaction to colours being unclear, there is agreement that the
most pleasant colours to look at are saturated blues and purples.
The most unpleasant are greenish and yellowish browns. The most
arousing (“mood-lifting”) colours are saturated reds and yellows,
whereas the most calming are pale (whitish) blues and purples.
There are suggestions that red stimulates the adrenal glands and
therefore can be associated with anger and hunger; while yellow
stimulates the brain and activates the lymph system and is therefore
associated with clear thinking and expediency. Blue has been
found to lower blood pressure and is consequently associated with
relaxation and calm.

Interestingly, children who are visually distracted are able to
complete colouring, reading and writing tasks more successfully
on pale blue or pale green paper.
Pale green and blue are also used in professional environments
where visual perception is particularly important – such as in
hospital operating theatres where walls, instrument trays and
sterilised drapes are usually these colours. Perhaps the calming
effect on the physiological system assists the body to enter “The Just
Right State” for visual processing tasks.
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Consider the colours that dominate your child’s main playing and
living spaces - how are they supporting their development? How
busy is their environment? Could more storage help? Less toys out
may mean better focussed and organized play.
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________

Music & Rhythm - In nature, everything vibrates – everything has
a frequency, an inherent rhythm. Every part of our bodies has its
own preferred frequencies – we are a symphony in motion. When
our internal rhythms are disturbed from their optimal state, we refer
to ourselves as feeling “out of sync”.
Increasing research across several disciplines revealing the impact of
music and rhythm. This research tells us what ancient man knew
intuitively - that music and rhythm have the capacity to shift our
state and sometimes even to alter our very being through a process
called “entrainment”.
Entrainment is when one frequency or rhythm shifts the vibrational
rate of something else to its own. Through the careful choice of
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music as a background to play, we can entrain to vibrational rates
that improve engagement and enjoyment. Music and rhythm can
facilitate movement, or encourage relaxation and focus.
For more information about some of our favourite music
choices to help with calming, focussing and play, go to www.
brightkidstoyguide.com/resources
What are the frequencies that your child’s brain entraining to? And what
is the result?

Volume Control - Noise Pollution is a real and increasing concern
in modern life – it is eroding our immune system’s capacity to
protect us and affects our ability to learn and perform.
Repeated and sustained exposure to noise levels above 85 decibels
can damage hearing. Persistent loud noises have also been linked
to physical symptoms such as headaches, stomach aches, tinnitus,
irritability, loss of sleep, learning and language difficulties, heart
disease and high blood pressure.
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While many studies report the effects of planes, trains and
automobiles, environments such as restaurants also exceed the
healthy noise levels. There are also indicators that the background
noise of all the electrical equipment that modern environments
contain mask the complex harmonics of the natural world that is
intrinsically neurologically supportive to human function.

The evidence suggests that we turn off, or at least turn down, the
TV and turn on the stereo and carefully choose the music that
accompanies our daily activities. Music should be played at a level
that a conversation can comfortably be held over. In the playful
environment at home, school and day care children need support to
have respite from noise.
“Quiet corners” can be a very effective way of providing the relief
that children are looking for. Create a cocoon using a pop up house
or a tent with blankets and chairs, along with cushions, books and
music.

Movement – moving through space has the power to alert or calm.
For some children it is the perfect choice to pair movement with a
non-preferred task.
Movement can also be used to alter a child’s state before an activity.
Erratic fast movement is generally stimulating, and sustained or
rhythmic motion is generally calming.
Be careful with your choice of swings and moving toys! How does
your child respond to movement - what effects do you want to
achieve? Also consider the duration of movement and how much
control they have over their experience (the more the better where
possible).
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For babies in motorized swings, watch how they respond, as long as
they are alert and responsive they are fine. Avoid the habit of letting
baby fall asleep in these swings, as it might be shutdown rather than
a restful, restorative sleep!

The Nose Knows – scent is powerfully evocative. It can transport us to
times past or to our favourite activities.
Think of your school days and what smell comes to mind? If you
think about chocolate, can you smell it? What feelings or state does
that evoke?
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________

Use of essential oils can be highly beneficial for shifting state in play
(e.g. Vanilla for calming, lemon for alerting). Please exert caution
when using essential oils as many are contraindicated for children
and/or pregnant women.
We have done the work for you and collected a list of essential oils
that can work a treat for your child to help with focussing, settling
to sleep, alerting them. Find out more about your options to access
the power of aroma at www.brightkidstoyguide.com/resources
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The challenge, then, to you is to recognise when activities are
overwhelming for your child and to identify appropriate ways to
change your child’s experience so that the joy of playing is restored
in that area.

The nose knows
Varying the environment in the ways we have described can go a
long way to improve the goodness of fit between your child and
their physical and social environment, and the joy they experience
through mastery of the world through play.
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Your Thoughts
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
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“Ho, boy, will you take a look at all
those presents? Yes, sir we’re next
month’s garage sale fodder for sure!”
Hamm from Toy Story,
Disney-Pixar, 1995
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CHAPTER 7:

Now Before You Hand Over Your
Money…
By now you’ve got some great ideas for toys that you could buy
for your child. You may have even spotted something specific in a
catalogue or on-line. But before you hand over your hard-earned
dollars to buy that “must-have” item, there are just a few more
things to consider. Try giving your toy selection a score out of 10
for each of the following factors to see if it really does stack up as
the very best choice for your child and for your hip pocket.

Durability
Is the toy you’ve chosen going to stand up to some rough handling?
While it’s important to teach our children to treat their possessions
with respect, you don’t want to be repeatedly putting the brakes
on an enthusiastic play event by asking your child to “be careful!”
because their toy is a little flimsy. Their friends and siblings
also need to be able to join in the play situation without fear of
triggering a civil war when “one little chap has a mishap” with the
newly prized toy.
Look for pieces that may snap off the toy easily (for infants, this is
also a safety hazard). Assume that the toy is going to be dropped
onto a hard surface (probably more than once) and assess whether
the toy will blasted into smithereens as a result. In the natural
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course of events, the toy is likely to be tripped over, stood on, sat
on, spilt on and buried (under who knows what) – how will your
“must-have” toy handle these accidental events?
If you have chosen a toy that has many separate pieces which
contribute to its successful operation and enjoyment, you will need
to consider the storage options in your play environment. Children
lose interest very quickly if there are pieces missing from a toy so if
doing a regular stock take of the toy box isn’t on your agenda, such
toys may have a limited lifespan in your home.
It seems that so much of what we buy is disposable and, after a short
sojourn in our homes, ends up in land fill. Consider whether your
chosen toy will be in such good shape once your child has grown up
that it can be handed on to siblings, friends or your local charity.
Support our environment by supporting toy manufacturers who
provide robust toys.

Adaptability
While the primary purpose of a toy or activity might address a
specific skill, many toys can be adapted to fulfil other needs. With
a little lateral thinking and creativity, anything old can become
new again. We have already discussed that children’s strengths
or preferences can be capitalised upon to develop Fundamentals
that are not being practised as often. Toys that score highly for
adaptability help you to do this. The longevity of adaptable toys is
also enhanced, as new ways to play with them are discovered.
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A lively game of gymball handball

Here are some examples of adapting toys to suit a wider range of
Fundamentals:
•	
Swings and trampolines provide the opportunity to play
rhyming or memory games as you rhythmically bounce or
reach for the stars.
•	
Super Hero costumes encourage children to climb, run, jump
as well as create story sequences and scenic backdrops.
•	
Computers can be used to practise communication skills
when you link up with your child using Skype or Face time.
•	
Hand puppets can be the prompt to create a puppet theatre
out of a large cardboard box and they are also easy to
throw in the car for long journeys and holidays. Of course,
communication and storytelling skills are being developed
along the way.
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•	
Water pistols are great summer fun and involve a lot of physical
activity as well as eye-hand coordination, communication,
strategy and problem solving skills. Building a fortress in
the back yard as your ‘home base’ adds to the developmental
value of this simple toy.
•	Dominoes can be played according to the rules, or used to
create simple, through to amazingly intricate, domino runs.
Both approaches stimulate a huge range of vital skills.
•	An easel can be used by the budding artist but is also a tool
for the budding teacher, architect, project manager and cubby
house builder (just throw a blanket over the top) – just to
name a few.
•	A pack of cards can be used for card games, magic tricks or
constructing a house of cards.
•	A kite kit involves a wonderful craft activity and hours of
running outdoors to admire your creation in action.
•	
A bug catcher prompts outdoor exercise and sensory
stimulation, as well as research skills in books or on-line as
you try to find out about the critter in the jar.
Toys are only limited by your imagination and sometimes children
need to see you lead by example so they learn how to make the most
of the toys that they have. Challenge yourself and your child by
resurrecting a toy that has not been touched in a while and finding
a new, creative way to play with it. Just this lateral thinking alone
(regardless of what the toy actually does) is a vital life skill that takes
us a long way towards any goal we have in life.
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Fun Factor
Your child’s preferences (refer to your Play Profile Grid) in
combination with providing the ‘Just Right Challenge’ will
determine how much fun they perceive a toy to be. Children learn
best when they are ‘in the zone’ having a ton of fun. There is no
point investing in something “educational” if it doesn’t strike a
chord with your child and motivate them to play more, do more and
learn more. Toys are also quickly discarded if they don’t provide
enough challenge as positive stress is what motivates us to move
forward. Conversely, a toy that requires skills that are far in advance
of a child’s current abilities will not deliver any satisfaction unless its
use is sensitively scaffolded by an adult play partner.
To accurately score a toy’s Fun Factor, you must also be aware
of your own preferences and dislikes so that you don’t bias the
evaluation. I guarantee that if you are not honest about this, your
child will miss out on experiences that could be advancing their
development in leaps and bounds. It is understandable that if
threading wriggly worms onto a fish hook and handling wet, scaly
fish makes you shudder, then you may not consider a fishing rod to
be the ideal gift for your child. However, as parents, we are expected
to make some sacrifices and spending time fishing during your next
holiday could be just what your child needs to develop some skills
around focus, concentration, and communication. It’s a fact of life
that not everyone finds the same things to be fun, however, being
in the moment with your child as they enjoy exploring the wonders
of life is always fun, regardless of the activity.
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They’ll only join in if it’s fun

Value for Money
Assessing value for money is the final step in confirming whether to
proceed with your purchase. Based on the scores you have allocated
for Durability, Adaptability and Fun, consider the price you are
paying and your budget to determine whether this toy is, in fact,
value for money.
Dollar value alone is not a useful guide when considering the quality
of a toy. There are plenty of high-end, expensive toys on the
market that may not score well on all of our criteria. There are also
expensive toys that are worth every cent, even though your initial
reaction may be, “Fancy spending that - outrageous!”
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Conversely, some simple, inexpensive (even free) toys can contribute
so much to our children’s well-being and development. For example,
do you recall playing ‘elastics’ in the school yard? A comprehensive
analysis of this activity reveals that it ticks all the boxes for healthy
development (sensory, physical and cognitive) and yet all that is
required is a long piece of elastic and the knowledge of some old
fashioned rhymes to get started (then you can make up your own
rhymes). It’s also durable, adaptable and fun. So don’t be fooled
by price tags. It is possible to make both quality and inappropriate
choices right along the price spectrum of the toy market. When it
comes to toy shops, it really is a jungle out there!
So go forth and have fun acquiring toys for your child in an
informed way, confident that you are supplying quality tools of
the trade for their daily work – which is play. Play experiences are
critical to their future success. The skills that we develop as children
influence every choice that we make every day. Throughout life,
it is true that the choices we make today, both big and small,
determine our tomorrows. Every single day we are provided with
many opportunities to make tomorrow even better so don’t miss
out. Take a critical but playful look at the toys and activities that
are forming your child’s diet of play and aim to make it the most
well-rounded, healthy diet that you possibly can.
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